
Just Add Water

Quix® pretreated towels are perfect for 

foodservice cleaning and sanitizing.  

Simply immerse the towel into the 

specified amount of tap water and 

watch as the solution transfers from 

the towel to the water. 

There are no complicated instructions, 

which often lead to incorrect mixtures.

By making it easy to consistently 

achieve the proper sanitizing  

strength every time, you ensure  

your establishment maintains the 

highest standards of cleanliness. 

+  Quix® Plus Red – One case creates 72 gallons of EPA 

approved food-contact sanitizer just by adding tap water.

+  Quix® Blue – One case creates 144 gallons of grease cutting 

multipurpose cleaner. 

+  Quix® Cleaning and Sanitizing system is ideal where  

the handling of highly concentrated chemicals is impractical or 

not desired.

CHICOPEE® FOODSERVICE

QUIX® CLEANING & SANITIZING TOWELS

Chicopee + Foodservice = 
Pure Chemistry.



To request a free sample, contact us:
Tel +1 800 835 2442
Fax +1 724 564 5068
www.chicopee-americas.com 

PGI – Chicopee, Inc.
9335 Harris Corners Parkway
Suite 300
Charlotte, NC  28269
USA
www.polymergroupinc.com

CHICOPEE® QUIX® CLEANING & SANITIZING TOWELS

Code Brand Color Task Size (“) #/Case Pack/Case
Case  

(cu. ft.)

8294 Quix® Plus Pink  Medium 13 1/2x20 72 Bulk 0.3

8295 Quix®  Cleaning & Sanitizing Towel Green  Medium 13 1/2x20 144 Bulk 0.6

8296 Quix® Multipurpose Cleaning Towel Blue  Medium 13 1/2x20 144 Bulk 0.6

Create a cleaning or sanitizing solution in three easy steps:

1. Measure the specified amount of water into a bucket. 

2. Add the towel and squeeze to activate the solution.

3. Watch as the towel color transfers into the water.

An Effective Solution Every Mix, Every Time

+  Quix® Plus Sanitizing Towel 

Add one towel to one gallon of water to create a 200 PPM 

sanitizing solution for use on food contact surfaces.

+  Quix® Cleaning & Sanitizing Towel 

Add one towel to one pint of water to create a cleaning and 

sanitizing solution for use on non-food contact surfaces.

+  Quix® Multipurpose Cleaning Towel 

Add one towel to one gallon of water to create a grease 

cutting and cleaning solution.

Quix® Product Specifications:
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